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In this chapter:
- Food and drink in ancient Ratae
- Roman cities
- Objects, characters and everyday life in Roman Leicester
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forum: internet forum
domus: house
basilica: basilica now tends to mean a church, since the buildings used for Roman law
courts were taken over for use as churches
portare: to carry
facere: to make, to do
vinum: vine, vineyard
legumen: vegetable
lac/ lactis: lactose, lactic
Other derivatives are: irrevocable (re indicates ‘back’), domicile, portable, affection/
effect/ infection, note other MFL derivatives such as vin/ vino, lactate.
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The ‘questions to ask an object’ slides are repeated here and provide a framework for
pupils to use when analysing different types of archaeological evidence from any
period of history. Pupils may have to adapt questions for different types of evidence,
for example in this exercise the most appropriate questions are on slide 7 (What can
it tell us about the society in which it was made?) but the word ‘made’ or ‘used’ could
be changed to ‘grown’ or ‘produced’. Here, slides 8-11 should be cut as flashcards and
shuffled, then studied to identify WHEN different food and drink items were first
found in Britain. The options are ‘before 55 BCE’ (i.e. locally sourced), ‘0-100 CE’ (i.e.
imported from the Roman Empire) and ‘after 1500 CE’ (i.e. waiting for the New
world). Emphasise that pupils should identify the most appropriate questions for
new evidence and remember that it may not be possible to answer all the questions.
Evidence for food and drink comes primarily from archaeological remains, usually
plant remains in soil samples and animal/ fish bones from excavations but it is also
sometimes possible to analyse the contents of pottery or glass containers. The
discovery of a variety of different evidence for food and drink in the archaeological
context of a shop like the Ratae delicatessen described on p. 36 is very unusual in
Roman Britain. For the Roman period we can add some evidence from written
sources such as the Vindolanda writing tablets (see the online resources document
for links) and Roman cookery books such as the one written by Apicius On Cookery
(written for and about Rome, not Roman Britain). See the Online Resources for links
to further materials.
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Food and drink provide important insights into the different cultural backgrounds of
individuals, as well as indicating how much access communities have to trade routes.
This information can be reinforced by study of different pottery shapes; wider, flatter
items suggest the consumption of drier foods, whereas deeper bowls imply that
people were eating pottages or stews. The evidence shows that different ingredients
and equipment were imported to Ratae and then adapted for local use, while some
recipes for dishes might also have been imported unchanged – compare the dishes
eaten in modern Leicester.
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Cut the three columns as information cards. Vine Street was the site of the large
townhouse found in the centre of Ratae (see p. 44 of LitRW), perhaps owned by
Marcus the centurion. The Causeway Lane site lies very close to the townhouse.
Answers: mint, spelt wheat, trout, and barbel were all local products when the
Romans came to Ratae.
Credits: Mint – (Above) ACC, (Below) CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=112517
Spelt wheat – (Above) ULAS, (Below) By Ziko - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7132456
Barbel – (Above) ULAS, (Below) By Pearson - PSF-T940005.png, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=78687870
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Cut the three columns as information cards.
Answers: peas were local products when the Romans came to Ratae, as were
chickens, although the evidence suggests that these were more frequently in the
Roman period than in the Iron Age, and more usually in the town than the
countryside. The top image of the chicken bones shows (above) a chicken leg bone
from a dwarf chicken, found at the Temple of Mercury at Uley in Gloucestershire, and
(below) a modern chicken bone leg. Oysters (see Julius Caesar source in chapter 1)
were a British delicacy much prized by the Romans, they would have been brought to
Ratae from the British coast. The triangular notch indicated at the bottom right of
the image was created by a pointed knife being inserted between the two valves of
the oyster.
Credits:
Chicken – (Above) Richard Thomas; (Below) By ANJJE-wiki - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=90841322
Peas – (Above) ULAS; (Below) By Downtowngal - Own work, CC0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=89539729
Oysters – (Above) ULAS; (Below) By Chris 73 / Wikimedia Commons, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=642476
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Cut the three columns as information cards. See slide 8 for the location of Causeway
Lane. Freeschool Lane lies just to the south of Vine Street and Causeway Lane in the
centre of Ratae.
Answers: grapes (and wine), cherries, olives, and coriander were all products
imported or introduced from the Roman Empire. There is evidence that grapes were
grown in Northamptonshire, although wine would also have been imported from
Italy, France, and Spain. There is evidence that a greater variety of fruit was available
to people living in Ratae than in the countryside. Olives were imported from Baetica
in southern Spain, from the area of the Guadalquivir Valley. The use of herbs such as
coriander and opium poppy as seasonings implies the adoption of Roman tastes.
Credits: Grapes & cherries (Above) ULAS, (Below) - By Eatcha - Own work, CC BY-SA
4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=77734559
By NiTenIchiRyu - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=91397345
Olives –(Above) ULAS, (Below) By Agnieszka Kwiecień, Nova - Own work based
on:Olive.jpg by Aracuano Olives_vertes.JPG by KoSCookbookBlackOlive.jpg by
AlbertCahalanOlives_in_bowl.jpg by GphotoOlea_europaea_g2.jpg by Giancarlo
Dessì, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=6090386
Coriander – (Above) ACC, (Below) By Kpsudeep - Own work, CC BY-SA 4.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=87687224
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Cut the three columns as information cards. See slide 8 for the location of Causeway
Lane.
Answers: mackerel and garum, the pickled fish sauce which the Romans seem to
have added to many dishes, were imported from Spain. Tomatoes and coffee, which
pupils might associate with Italian cuisine, are both native to Central and South
America and first appeared in Europe when they were brought back from the New
World by the Spanish conquerors in the sixteenth century. The dates given here are
to the first reference in books printed in England. You can read more about Thomas
Cook and the Temperance Movement’s association with coffee on the Story of
Leicester website.
Credits: Mackerel (Above) ULAS, (Below)- By Zach Klein - originally posted to Flickr as I
caught a mackerel, CC BY 2.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=7011403
Tomatoes – (Above) ACC, (Below) By Softeis - Own work, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=143779
Coffee - By MarkSweep - Own work, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=41936
East Gates Coffee House, Leicester, circa 1900,
https://www.storyofleicester.info/leisure-entertainment/leicester-coffee-and-cocoacompany-coffee-houses/
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This task combines the findings from previous tasks to allow pupils to consolidate
their understanding of what object can teach us about the past and the changes the
people of Ratae would have experienced during the first century of direct Roman
rule. Use the ‘questions to ask objects’ (slides 5-7) and findings from chapter 3 to
focus this task. Encourage pupils to link the objects to the characters who used them,
and then use their understanding of the buildings and other objects from Ratae to
create a scenario for characters losing their objects.
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See the online resources for detailed information about objects and characters –
there are source cards to remind pupils about the objects and their archaeological
context. Both these objects were found in the forum, the centre for trade,
administration and religion in Roman towns.
Primus’ tile was probably built into a wall, rather than lost in the same way as Gracilis’
seal would have been.
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Remind pupils that both a gladiator and a dancing girl would have been slaves in
Romano-British society. A token such as this, worn as a necklace, may have
represented the only formal way their relationship could be recognized.
Unfortunately, if the token had been thrown away, it might indicate that the course of
true love had not run smoothly…
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Marcus, the former centurion and Roman citizen, left seals with his initials at the
large and wealthy courtyard house found at Vine Street. The information about the
legions in which he served found on the seals and the discovery of an ivory box
showing the god Anubis at the house both point to a link with Egypt.

Nigella and Servandus were slaves mentioned on the Vine Street curse tablet and
may therefore have been slaves within Marcus’ household. The reference to a
paedagogium, which indicates a school or training establishment, on the curse tablet
indicates that slaves like Nigella and Servandus (the tablet’s author) were trained to
read and write. Nigella’s name suggests that she was born in north Africa (see
chapter 7 for further investigation of her story).
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The everyday object found during the excavation of the former Stibbe factory,
between Great Central Street and Highcross Street, provide further evidence of the
objects in everyday use by the characters in slides 13-16. Pupils could use these
objects, with the questions of slides 5-7, to create their own characters, as they did in
the Introductory tasks. Some of these object were imported, some of them locally
produced.
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The Peacock mosaic, along with many other examples from Ratae, gives an idea of
how wealthy houses in Ratae would have been decorated. The walls of these houses
would have been covered in plaster and decorated with frescoes.
The mosaic is a picture or pattern produced by arranging together small pieces of
stone, tile, glass, etc. It was found in a house in Leicester (beneath St. Nicholas Circle)
and it dates back to the 2nd century CE.
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See the Online Resources for links to the video ‘How to wear a toga’. Slide 20,
repeated from Chapter 3, provides written evidence for the popularity of the toga by
some Britons in the first century CE. The toga was a garment which took some
practice to wear (see instructions below) and encouraging pupils to make and wear
their own will add weight to their arguments in the debate. It would have been made
from finely-woven wool and, at election time, had chalk dust sprinkled over it to
make the wearer (the candidate – candidus means ‘gleaming white’) stand out from
the crowd. Help pupils to plan the questions they should address in the debate, for
example the practicality of a garment first worn in urban environments in Italy for
Roman Britain, how easy (or not) it is to make and wear in comparison with local
clothing, the preparation needed to put on and wear the toga confidently, and the
message it sends about who is in charge. You could ask pupils to compare items of
modern clothing which were first worn in different countries, climates and cultures to
reinforce the discussion about the practicalities of different clothes in different
climates.

Wearing the toga
This is job best done with three people (the wearer and two helpful slaves).
1.

Drape the long straight edge of the sheet across the back of the wearer, with the
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2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

centre at the back of the neck.
Bring the left hand side of the toga over the left shoulder so that a straight edge
runs down the front of the body from the neck line.
One slave should carefully gather up the excess material covering the wearer’s left
arm so that the arm is free and the excess material folded onto the left shoulder.
Make sure you keep the straight line of the toga down the front of the body at the
same time (it takes a bit of practice to get this folding right).
The slave on the right side of the wearer should gather up the material which is on
that side of the body, bring it under the wearer’s right arm, across the front of his
body and over the left shoulder.
As the toga passes across the front of the body make sure it drapes elegantly and
the lower curves fall below the knee of the wearer.
For added tension, any excess material coming under the right arm and across the
body can be rolled up as it passes under the arm (like you roll a towel around your
waist when getting out of the bath).
Once this part of the toga is flung over the left arm, reach into the body and gently
pull up from the inside, part of the material that is still lying straight down the left
hand side of the body (2). Pull up just enough to create a small fold over the wound
up material coming across the body.
The slaves should step back and survey their master and decide if he is fit to go out
in public. At the same time the master should be able to feel secure in his toga and
not worry about it falling off. The toga requires you to walk upright, to hold your
right elbow into your body, and to use your left hand to adjust it as you walk.
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Gaius (or Publius) Cornelius Tacitus was a Roman politician (senator) and historian,
who would have spent much of his time in Rome. There is no evidence that he ever
visited Britain but his father-in-law, Agricola, was governor of the province in 78-84
CE. This extract comes from Tacitus’ biography of Agricola, published around 98 CE,
which survives in full (see Online Resources for link to the full text). This section
survives in full (see Online Sources document for link to the full text). It has been
abridged and adapted from the Penguin translation for KS2 readers.
This passage has frequently been used to define what the Romans did for Britain and
‘civilisation’, however, as always, it is worth noticing Tacitus’ final comment about
enslavement and lack of freedom here when thinking about the debate. Links to our
video explaining how and why the Romans wore togas can be found in the Online
Resources sheet.
See slides 21-23 for structured questions which help pupils to analyse the significance
and value of historical sources.
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Use evidence from chapters 1-4 for this task to recap what pupils have learnt so far.
Pupils can make notes based on the topics in the second sentence on this slide to
help them plan the task.
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